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ABSTRACT 
The noise characteristics for the vortex-induced 

vibration of a circular cylinder at low Reynolds number is 

investigated by utilizing a high-order in-house solver, which 

solves the compressible Navier-Stokes equations based on 

immersed boundary method. The benchmark problems about 

noise generation from a fixed and in-line oscillating circular 

cylinder are adopted to validate the in-house solver. Good 

agreements are obtained with the previous direct numerical 

simulation. Finally, the vortex-induced vibration of a circular 

cylinder at low mass ratio in a flow Re = 100 and 

0.2Ma   is simulated. It is found that noise amplification 

or attenuation in the far field highly depends on the vibration 

modes which are up to the reduced frequency in this paper.  

INTRODUCTION 

Vortex-induced vibration (VIV) is one of the most 

typical phenomena for fluid-structure interaction. It happens 

in many practical problems, such as cables in truss works, 

wind-induced vibration of buildings and current-induced 

vibration of ocean structures (Sarpkaya, 1979). Many works 

have been performed to investigate the fluid force on the 

bluff body and the body motion law in the past (Singh and 

Mittal, 2005; Blake, 1986). Little studies, however, have 

been performed to investigate the corresponding noise 

characteristics from the VIV. Only three kinds of methods 

are developed to evaluate the vibration influence on the far-

field noise, that is, analytical method (Blake, 1986), hybrid 

method (Farassat, 2001) and direct computation (Inoue and 

Hatakeyama, 2002). It is difficult for the first two methods to 

consider the strong interference among the fluid, structure 

and sound, while the direct computation is identified a 

powerful tool to take into consideration all the interference 

effects.  

The present direct computation methods for the flow-

induced noise problems are mostly based on the body-fitted 

grid. When flow-induced noise from moving boundaries is 

simulated, the locally moving-grid technique or dynamically 

overset grid is usually adopted. The confliction in the grid 

resolution and grid generation efficiency limits the body-

fitted-based method to be able to only consider the simple 

body and simple motion mode (Inoue et al., 2003), when low 

dissipation and low dispersion high-order numerical schemes 

in computational aeroacoustics (CAA) are adopted. To 

simulate the flow-induced noise from immersed bodies with 

complex motion modes, we conclude the following four 

optimal criteria - “2H2U”, to develop the corresponding 

high-order computational models:   

(a) High-resolution grid for complex geometries;  

(b) High-efficiency treatment of the relative motion 

between moving boundaries and grid;  

(c) Unified high-order central schemes even near wall 

boundaries; 

(d) Unified large-stencils selective artificial damping or 

filtering even near wall boundaries. 

It is found that only Cartesian-type methods are possible 

to satisfy the above “2H2U” criteria. Among the Cartesian-

type methods, the penalization method (Liu and Vasilyev, 

2007) and influence matrix method (IMM) (Sun et al., 2012)  

belong to the immersed boundary (IB) method (Peskin, 

1972). They are promising to satisfy the “2H2U” criteria, due 

to the suitable body force model. The present high-order in-

house solver is established on the extended IMM and 

prediction-correction time marching scheme. And it can keep 

high-order quality away from the wall boundaries and keep 

formally high-order quality near the wall boundaries. Besides 

that, it achieves a high parallel efficiency due to the adoption 

of Cartesian grid and the message passage interface (MPI).  

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the 

adopted in-house solver is introduced. In Section 3, 

validation is performed for two benchmark problems. One is 

sound generation by a fixed circular cylinder in a laminar 

flow. The other is the inline oscillation of a circular cylinder 

in a static fluid. In Section 4, the VIV of a circular cylinder at 

small mass ratio 10 in a laminar flow is simulated. The noise 

characteristics for different reduced frequencies are analyzed.  
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METHODOLOGY 
The high-order in-house code solves three-dimensional 

compressible Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations. In this paper, 

the numerical experiments are limited to two-dimensional 

cases. Therefore, the governing equations (2-D) in 

conservative form are adopted as  

t x y  Q H G S .        (1) 

where the conservative variables  
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with viscous stress terms written as 
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where 2 / 3  , p T  , and source terms can be written 

as  

= 0, , ,0
T

x yJ f f   S .               (9) 

where “
T

” represents transposition operation, p ,   and 

T  denote pressure, density and temperature. u and v  

represent flow velocity components in the x  and y  

directions,   is the viscosity coefficient, which is 

calculated by the Surtherland’s theory.   is the second 

viscosity coefficient. 
x yf f f i j is the body force density, 

S represents the source term. J  is the Jacobian 

determinant, and 
x , 

y  are the partial derivatives of the 

coordinate transformation. Because of the adoption of 

stationary Cartesian grid, 0y x   . The length is 

nondimensionalized by the solid body characteristic length 

D , velocity by the inflow sound speed c , density by the 

inflow static density 
, time t by /D c , pressure by 2c 

 

and viscosity coefficients by the incoming flow viscosity 


, force by the combined variable 2c D 

. /Ma U c   is 

the Mach number of the incoming flow, and 

/Re U D    , 0.75Pr  . 1.4  .  

 The high-order in-house solver utilizes the body 

force model constructed by the IMM to satisfy the wall 

boundary condition. Thus, the developed computational 

model can satisfy the proposed “2H2U” criteria for 

simulating flow-induced noise with moving boundaries. And 

the solid domain can be treated as the fictitious fluid domain. 

The detailed derivation for the body force and artificial heat 

source obeys the same principle as Ref. (Cheng et al., 2017). 

The obtained boundary forcing equation is Eq. (7).  

  ( ) /T Tt   U A F .          (10) 

where ( ) /T t U  is the momentum variation due to the 

immersed boundary force. The elements of matrix A  can 

be expressed as  

   ,p q d q d p x y qA d d s 
 

     
 


x

x X x X .    (11) 

where , 1,p q M , M is the discretized point number for 

the immersed boundaries. 
d  is the approximate delta 

template function.  

The coefficient matrix A  is highly sparse and positive 

definite. The preconditioned conjugate gradient method 

(PCGM) can be utilized to solve Eq. (8).  

 In the high-order in-house solver, the seven-points 

dispersion-relation-preserving (DRP) scheme (Tam and 

Webb, 1993) is adopted for spatial discretization, 2N-storage 

5/6-stages low dissipation low dispersion Runge-Kutta (5/6 

LDDRK ) time marching scheme (Stanescu and Habashi, 

1998) is adopted for temporal discretization. For the far-field 

non-reflecting boundary conditions, the nonlinear perfectly 

matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary conditions for the 

Euler equations (Hu et al., 2008) are adopted. In order to 

eliminate potentially parasite waves near wall boundaries, the 

selective artificial filter (Bogey and Bailly, 2004) is utilized 

and a small filter coefficient 0.03 is suitable.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Validation for the High-order In-house Solver 

Two benchmark problems are simulated by utilizing the 

high-order in-house solver to validate the computational 

model. The first one is the sound generation by a stationary 

circular cylinder in a flow at Re = 100 and 0.2Ma  , 

which also has been investigated (Cheng et al., 2017) by 
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utilizing the same in-house solver. Therefore, the calculated 

results (Cheng et al., 2017) are plotted in Fig. 1. The lift, 

drag and pressure coefficients and CFL number are defined 

same as the Ref. (Cheng et al., 2017).  

   

(a)
pC ;             (b)

rmsp . 

Fig. 1. Pressure coefficient distributions with 

different CFL  numbers and the far-field sound 

pressure on the circle 75(1 cos )pr Ma     

(Cheng et al., 2017).  
The results in Fig. 1 illustrate that the high-order in-

house solver has a great capability of capturing the near-field 

flow structures and the far-field sound waves. Besides that, it 

can be seen that the solver allows a large CFL number. In the 

following, the in-line oscillation of a circular cylinder in a 

flow at 100Re  , 0.2Ma  and 5KC   is simulated, 

where the definitions of Re  and KC  are same as Ref. 

(Kim and Choi, 2006). The motion law of the circular 

cylinder is also same as Ref. (Kim and Choi, 2006). But two 

things must be noticed. One is that the reference velocity in 

this paper is the far-field acoustic speed. The other is that the 

previous studies all solve the incompressible N-S equations. 

And the immersed boundary point number 180M   and 

0.8CFL   are all kept same as the above. The calculated 

flow fields are plotted in Fig. 2. It is shown that the 

calculated drag coefficient and velocity component in the 

oscillating direction at x=-0.6 agree well with the previous 

results (Kim and Choi, 2006; Dü tsch et al., 1998) The 

corresponding acoustic pressure at 20r   is plotted in 

Fig. 3. It shows an obvious dipole quality for the sound 

pressure directivities.  

   

(a) Draf coefficient;  (b)velocity component u (x=-0.6).  

Fig. 2 Flow field near the oscillating circular 
cylinder.  

 

Fig. 3 Root mean square of acoustic pressure 
rmsp  

on the circle 20r  .   

Noise Characteristics from the VIV of a Circular 
Cylinder 

Flow-induced noise from the VIV is highly dependent 

on the vibration mode. The far-field sound directivities are 

different for the lock-in status and non-lock-in status. In this 

part, the mass ratio * 10m   for a circular cylinder is 

considered. And 100Re  , 0.2Ma  . The circular 

cylinder can freely vibrate in two directions. The motion 

equations for the circular cylinder are revised from the 

equations in Ref. (Singh and Mittal, 2005) due to the 

different nondimensionalized manners. The reduced 

frequency is defined as /n nF f D U , where 
nf  is the 

undamped natural frequency for the cylinder. In the 

beginning, flow around a stationary circular cylinder at the 

same Re and Ma is simulated. Then let the circular cylinder 

free to vibrate in two directions. The calculated vibration 

frequency and amplitude for the circular cylinder are plotted 

in Fig. 4. Good agreement is obtained with the previous 

results (Singh and Mittal, 2005; Zhang et al., 2015). The 

vibration of the circular cylinder enters the lock-in status 

with increasing the reduced frequency 
nF , then exits the 

lock-in status. In the lock-in status, the vibration amplitude 

maxY  is presented an increasing tendency in Fig. 4(b).  

  
(a)Vibration frequency;  (b) vibration maximum position. 

Fig. 4. Vibration frequency and maximum position 
of the cylinder as a function of the reduced 
frequency.  

A numerical probe is put on the point (0,75)  in the 

upstream of the circular cylinder to obtain the instantaneous 

sound pressure for different reduced frequencies. The results 

are plotted in Fig. 5(a). And the lift coefficients for three 

typical reduced frequencies are also calculated and plotted in 

Fig. 5(b).  
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(a) instantaneous sound pressure;     (b) lift coefficient. 

Fig. 5 The instantaneous sound pressure at the 
point (0,75) and the lift coefficients for different 
reduced frequencies.  

From Fig. 4(a), we can see that the 0.17nF   is in the 

lock-in status, while the 0.249nF   is in the non-lock-in 

status. The lift coefficient and far-field sound pressure in the 

lock-in status are larger than that in the non-lock-in status as 

shown in Fig. 5, while they are close to the results of 

stationary circular cylinder. In the lock-in status, the circular 

cylinder should be treated as a coupled oscillator, which is 

highly influenced by the interaction between the fluid and 

structure. In the non-lock-in status, the vibration of the 

circular cylinder is dominated by the forced vibration. And 

the feedback of the structure motion has little influence on 

the fluid so that the lift coefficient and the far field sound 

pressure are close to the stationary case.  

  
(a)     (b) 

    
(c)         (d) 

Fig. 6 The sound fields for different reduced 

frequencies ((a) 0.17nF  , t=2999; (b) 0.249nF  , t=2999; 

Stationary, t=2999; (d) 
rmsp  on the circle 80r  ).  

In the meanwhile, the whole sound field can be obtained 

for the VIV in different reduced frequencies. The 

instantaneous sound pressure contours are plotted in Fig. 6(a) 

(b) and 6(c), while the sound pressure directivities are plotted 

in Fig. 6(d). The sound pressure fields illustrate that the 

acoustic power is amplified a lot in the lock-in status from 

Fig. 6(d), and the sound pressure contour in the lock-in status 

in Fig. 6(a) shows a relatively strong monopole quality and 

the topology is different from the non-lock-in status and the 

stationary one.  From Fig. 6(d), we can also conclude that 

the vibration mode can not only alter the radiated acoustic 

power to the far field, but also change the sound directivities 

relative to the stationary case, which may be instructive for 

the active control of flow-induced noise.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The high-order in-house solver is utilized to investigate 

the noise characteristics of the VIV of a circular cylinder in a 

laminar flow. It is firstly validated by two benchmark 

problems. Good agreement is obtained both for the stationary 

case and moving-boundary case, which proves the in-house 

solver a powerful tool to predict the interference among the 

fluid, structure and sound. In the simulations for the VIV of a 

circular cylinder, it is found that the sound pressure contour 

of the lock-in status is different from the non-lock-in status 

and the stationary one even though a same vibration 

frequency is obtained as shown in Fig. 4(a), which means 

that the acoustic field from VIV is highly influenced by the 

vibration mode of the circular cylinder. Besides that, we find 

that the VIV mode can not only alter the sound power, but 

also change the sound directivities in the far field.  
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